**Legend**
- **BS and VDD_IO**: Ball and VDD_IO
- **SP_VDD and SPx_AVDD**: Serial RapidIO Interface 2-14
- **Miscellaneous**: S_CLK_x
- **I2C_SEL**: I2C Serial Interface
- **I2C_DISABL**: I2C Disable
- **I2C_SD**: I2C Serial Interface
- **VDD_IO**: VDD_IO
- **SW_RST_B**: SW_RST_B
- **MCES**: MCES
- **TDO, TDI**: TDO, TDI
- **TMS**: TMS
- **TRST_B**: TRST_B
- **Hard_RST_SEL**: Hard_RST_SEL
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